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ACTIVITIES IN'ELEghNTARY PROBABILITY .

INTRODUCTION

When I took my first probability course. in college, I discov-
.

red.that probability could be a,vei-y challenging subject. '

There are many notations, formulas, and theorems to be' learned.' .

It was not until later, as a student, teacher, that I$realized

most of the'probability that an average person will ever need
4

can be learned without Much of the formality encountered in .

) the usual probability course.

Not only =oan the formality be omitted, but prAability Ca'n

even be fun to 1prn. At the same time, it series as an

.exceptional-m.ees to reinforce arithmetic skills, including,
.

. work with fractions and percents. Also, it provides an oppor-

t-unity to combine theory with practice in thee form of lessons

and experiments. Often, teachers do not take full aov dvantage

of this oplOortuifity.

Thus, what I have attempted to do in this unit.is combine the

theoretical Worle'essential to understanding basic probability

with some experiments which will lend practical insight to that
theor:/. .1 have attempted to keep the work at a level appro-

priate for most middle school or junior high school students or

even a consumer mathematics class at the high school level.

The unit' is divided into two ,parts. The first ptIrt includes

the counting techniques which will be needed before the actual

work with probability can begin. Covered in part one, are the

fundamental counting principle, and work with combinations and

-permutations. Some sample problems are included with each .

lesson. The answers to these.problems appear in.the back of

the unit.
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'The second part-consists o a combination of lessons and

experiments: The lessofts deal with probability and its appli-

citkons. Again,sampie problems are included. The experiments

attempt tto reinforce ttre theoretical work. I have indioated

what iieMs-to be a natural order of 'presentation for both

lessons and experiments. Also. included are.ideas on. the tech-

ni4ues' fee work well for IgAtten lab rePorts.

The.Casis for most of .the theoretical work comes from H. R.

Jacors bock; Mathematics: A Human Endeavdr, (W. H. Fxeman

. and 3omp'any, San Francisco, 1970) W. Jacob's book is one .

of the most entertaining gnd informtive. mathematics textbooks

I nave 'ever read: I would suggest this book for:reference and

additional probleMs.

The experiments ;come rom a variety. of sources. Some Were

borrowed from wc,,rk done by DrAlbert Shulte of Oakland Schools.

.Some ,were adapted from Creative Experiments Probability,

,
(Midwest .Publisher)., by Dr. Donald Buckeye of EA stern Michigen

-7,.;iversity% Some were devised by Mr. Gerald Leckrone and myself

t5 suit a particular iituat,ion. Leckrone, with whom I did

my student teaching at Brigiton High School, is responsible for

many of the ideas in this unit, and I owe him special thanks

for his help.
i.

This unit is not en in-depth study of the ;theory of probability.

Its goal is to acquaintthe student with a discipline he will

encounter, in some form, 'every day.

I

7
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INTRGDUCTION TO-PART I

Following are the outlines for lesson plansArhich coyer the

fundamental counting principle, permutations, and colbinations.

Included are five outlines with the basic development of these
ideas and some sample problems.

A

Remembering that -this unit is going to emphasize experiments

rather than theory, these lessons explore simple ideas /

via simple means. In-this section, there is only one rule and 1

rone definition for students to learn. Complicated presentations

and complex developments of,the.ideas would only confuse a stu-

e.

.dent at this level. They are.not.necessar,y and should be avoided.

The bes -wad to begin a lesson is to ask "'What begin-
ning with a simple example., then-build up to more complicated

examples through clas/s.discussicn, keeping in mind what it is
that needs.jo be eve wally accomplished in the lesson. The

problems should reinforce the 34Sson and perhaps lead to more

problems and questions.

These firit five leSsons shoUld take about one day each.

.

. .
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LESSON 1: THE FUNDAMENTAcCOUNT1G PRINCIPLE

Objective:

The stud nt can find t

by multi lying the numb

Example:

\

tet number of decisions to be made

f choices that can be'made" at each'

4

Given one true or false question,

,how many choices re there?

Given twotwo true c false questions?

Glven three true or false questio s?

4

T
-...2.choices

- F-

T.T

T E. = /4 choices
FT
F F

TTT FTT
TTF FTF

o choices'
T,FT FFT
T F F "F F F

Method:

USe the boxes of this make believe test and see how many ways

they could be filled in.

one qugstion

two questions

three'

four
*

It

N.\

2- ways = 21 .'w

4 wayS = 22

8 ways ='23.

? ways = 2?

Ih general; the total number of ch ices'possIble is found by,:

multiplying the numbe'r of choices which can, be made each time.

=

9

t\.

a
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I,.
Application: .

/
*

V
.

.

. ,

S,Appoie y21.1 hay.e.5.muitiple_choice -queO icnz with 4 answers 'to
.,.

. t0 each question. Apply the above method.
..

*-)
4 I 4

,

4 = 102 ways.

.
If a computer dating service had applications ,from 55 men and

womr, 'many dates can bervranged?

dates.

"/
). . .1: Haw many diffei:ent Michigan license plates are possible

.
,

.

given a three leitter-three digit f'o'mat? '(Vowels. a,
i, o, .0 --- are not used in Midhig.a.t license klates,)

.

.
..

.
.

_I

- .1 \.. a
..,

. ,

. ... - .

;2. Areen't letter to,Action Line In the Detroit Free Press,-

. expressed concern that- the Social S'ecUrity Department -may

'f run out-ofnuiribers for 'its...cards. Gi'ven the.siandard
,.,-

4
'S

,

nine-digit card, ,how Many different cards are p4sible?.

I

Suppose the Social Security Department add0d a single digit* .

onto the end of*the current nu!riber. How )many -cards would

then beqossible? ,

1.hat.would-be the lAesult if, instead of adding a single

digit onto"the end,'they added 'a:letter?

3! You are working a maze. As you.go-through it: you fihd

that azi "forks in the road" where you must'

decide to go71Tft or right. klow many different paths are"

possible in th maze? Is there g good chalpe that you'

143.1-1 get thro ugh it on your first :try?

t 4

0 .
-
4

0
0 . 6. e '

losmi
F. C I ''

1

5
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41.ESSON2., PEhl,fuTATIORS

Objectives:.

4

/.

The student,can apply the fundamental copnting principle to

solve the problem of arranging things 'in'a definite order:i ;k
. The student ca.n apptly ti'le,defl.nit,ion of !factorial ta solve n!;.

given n.

Exawle:

Given two peoply, Plice:,and hbw m ny ways'can.they be

.arranged? .

I

How about three people?

A.B .

=.2 way's.
B A

A ,B A C 3'

. A.0 B C A =,6 ways.

CAB . :CBA

Given four people, how many ways can .hey be arilnged?

Method:

Use the Fundamental Counting Principle. We have 4 people, so

. we are concerned 'with space's.

The first space can be filled by anyone so there are 4 choices.

.,

But once that first space is Filled,, there are only Qchoices

left for the second seat.

, .4- # ..

Not,we are left with/only 2 people to plate' in the next-spot.

4.°

And,in the last spot is the last person.
. .

I'

A

45

4

49,

r

9
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gy the.FundaYnental, CoukItinig PrinCiple, we get,the total by

multiplying 413.2-1*. 24. 'This 2a0 be verified .by writing

'all of the 'pcasibilitirs bs'*e doid abdve: A,-BCDACDB
A. D B

A,shorthatad notation for 4-32.1 is 4!. . What would be the

. shorthand fort foN,5.4.3.2.1?
tr,

Applications:

o

SUppose that 12 people art coming to ChristMag\dinner: How'

%macydifferent orders a're' there for 12.people?

12%11
.

SufJpose that 12 people come to arfamtly, dinner and .that there
.

ane only 8 places 'at the dining room table. .The rest have to

eat in the kitchen. How many ways can the. 8 available seats

be
. 12 .11

7

Problems:".

4. Calculate: 51; 81; 3141..' Is 31,41 = 121?

5. Suppose a" veterinarian has an aardvark, bear, a cat,

a dsg, an egret, and a fox-and has 6.cages in'a row.
t ,How man'y' different ways can Oheseanimals be arranged.?-:`

k

. .

\s
6. How Many lows can 7 people line' up la drinking'fguntaL?

....

. . . ',.

7. -At a track meet there a4e 8 Otsons runhinhe 100 yard
dash. There are awariks for first, se'cond, and third place.

,

Howmany different was can 1st, 2nd; and 3rd be awarded?
A

.

8. How many different ways are there,of cramling the 'letter s

Of AVERSION?

9. How many different 4/ettay arrangements can be made using
letters in 'th= word TOLERANCE? .

1 Y

4
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5,SSON'3:: PER.UTATTONS WITH REPETITION

-.

The student ,:an,calcul,ate the number of ways to arFang.e%a set

f ;bjects wnen one subset cf those, ob jects-vorlsists of identicel
#

Ex a-m

.

Cons'd.-r word F7f4. How many different' 3 letter words could,' .

r

e mad;- from these lett'erri
4,.

Pi.=v10us worr'..sems to indicate.that*th,..re could ))..T. ':2;1,.= 6 *

differleni 'arrnger.-.e'n;ts. Yet, if,we listed all o "diffel:erit words"'

Y'esults mi 4ght :be rather perplexing. :

, To faclit'at.z the, listing, we 3411-.L. ,T number-the'lEt.s.

F E*E F 7 EEl E2
'2 1

E1F E2 E
2
F E1

E
2
E
1

E

No,'1.000at same tht. numberte

,)
...,- F--F, E =' FEE
.w

v
..t.,7' I' E k; F E

t
E' F E E F

.
I.

Witout the numbers, there is no difference betwe n the two

columns. When we wr.:qked with people or animals, all *the

c,bScts were distinct. But when letters are invdol.vd, there

..cften is eatvtitio.n-
-

r

netr40a:- f ,

In. the above arrangemell ,ogay have 3 distinct

-arTangements. Our formula; 31,-gave us 6 "different" arrange-

ments, 'exactly twice as many as it should have. On closer

inspection we see that the 2 E's, When Csun4d as separate,.

to4

I

pl

f
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letters, ?an De arrarxed in 2differ;=nt ways,. Therefore,
ad,fitsfor repetitich, divide ou- the number of ways that the

ide al letters can be arranged.

t.ne correct number of different arrangements of

.tneyeste.rs

Application:

3.2;1_ _ different arrangements.4'1
P

How many dillferent o letter 2-rarlzements are there 'of the

letIirs in the word SNEEZE?w 4
-%

Since there are Eletters, there o:sarrangements. But since

there are 3 7's, which can ee arranged 31 ways, the number cf

diffez:ent;arrangements is:

' . 1.1
6! 65.1-3-2-1
3! 32.1 -

.3 1'

differerit,arrangements%

,H-,w many different arrangements are there for thd letttrs,

in YjESSES'?

in UNUSp.t..?w,

in.BRRRR?
I

:I 4.

t

.1. H:w many different numbers can be maTe:by rearranging

the digits 6 3 6 1 6 in-all possible:wigs?
- .

12..LSuppose 5 tdelft,l''al Deflr3=.s are placed .in -a row, How

many different arrangements are there .in which on1y:1 coin

t'.ill be a tail (T)?
I w 4

,Hint: How many different ways are there to arrange he

lettersTHHHH?)

.
.

4 . 14
--1 .

;
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YORE ON PERMIITATICNS:ITH RR PETITION

Tne- student oar. calculate the number of ways to arrange a

set of cbects when tnere are several different subsets of

_dent cal ob,fects within -th,e'iet.

.1xamp_e:

xith tne word FREEZE, and armed with our knowledge

of permutations from Lesson 3, it is obvious that there, are

.1 1

=
2. 1

= 123 arrangements of these letters.

But in the word FREEZER the addition, of the letter "R" to the

or FREEZE oomplicates the matter slightly.

FREEZER not only has E repeated 3 times, but now there are 2 R's.

Method:

It is necessary to expand on the method from Lesson 3. That is,
.I

we must divide out not only the 3! ways that 3 E'scan be

arranged but must also divide out the 2! ways that 2 R's can be
4

arranged.:

The hamber.of'different ways to arrInge the letters in FREEZER

would then be:

.

4pplioativn:

1 1

1: _ _ 420 different. ways.3!-2! (3.g.1).(g-1)
1 1

How many distinttarrangeMents can be, made from all the letters

in the word MISSISSIPPI?

There are. 11 letters so there are 11! arrangements. There are



)

1

I

11

s which can be arranged in.1,! ways. There are 4,Sts which.
(_

can be arranged in -: ways. There are 2 R's `which can' be

'arranged in 2: ways. Cur final resillt, dividing .out to avoid
....

rocat-ion,w-rn ba:
1

1 1 1 1 1 0

II:
-

!,650
4:-!2! 44.2.1-.2.2.1.2.1 -

:ill 1 1 1 1

=r- ...°:"...S:

A

I

1.'. How may different-arrangements are there for the letters
..

in tne word REPETITION":
., .

in t SOCIOLOGLCAL: t

*

H:w many different signals can be sent, using6 flags, hung

vertically, if of the flags are red and 2 are'blue?

15. :f -1 pennies are arranged in a row:=

. a. How many ways are there for all L, coins to be Head's (H)?

Hint: How many different arrangements are there for
H H H H? .

,. How many ways can you have 3 Heads (and 1 T il)?

How many ways can you * hove 2 Heads:

... How many ways .can yclu have 1 H:ead?. e4
4

/e. How many ways can you hive 0 Heads? .,
. .

_. Wh'at, is the total number of outcomes possiblew th,
.,,

- pennies? (Hint: Usfrithe Fundamental Counting

Principle.)

, 1st cis,,in. 2nd, coin 3rd coin
.

Lith coin

.

'

g. 'Add up'all the answers in parts a through e above.

:oes.y94r answer agree with part f?
,.

.

16. Follow a fo.rmat, similar to problem 15^for 5 or more'coins.

18 'IF
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C:.:13:NATICNS

/

'eotive:

:11 fr.d the number := oombinations by ng the

ad the dividing by the number
401.arr2n;7=mm.nts.

,, have .:::-.-d a ra:.ord _. th-,, ronth.eub. .s an f,ntroductpry

----- 7,t,y ah:osc, any 3albums from a lis, of 25. How

m.,--ny ways onn'yo:
0-

d'fferent !=,71oums to -ohoose from, it would

s.-em s=fe to say that tnap. are 25-2...23 = 13,'.:;:; different

ways to ohcosep3 albums.

doe th, order in which these albums ere -chosen malk. any

4""'sara"-'°' The albums :::me at the same time in the same

paorlege. And even tnoua!-. we' ma;,: erijoy one the more .

tne others, all 3 a;bums are in a sense; equpalent. There

is n: adval:tage to cno:sing the 3 albums any particular order.

nere order makes nc.'difference.
1

To 'find tne number of combinations poss4ble, then, we must use

the fundatlelit61 csunti,'..7 principle. Then divile by the number

of ways in which th hgs being chosen can be arranged.
I

Three albums can be arranged in 3: wa.A. The number of ways of
...

ch:osint7.3 albums from 25 is: .

1.4

g2i.22-1.23
23W. ways.lc 3!

.1 1
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a _lass of 33 students, - students are to be chosen f.or a

presentation. How many ways can tInese.students be'chosen?

'n JSi students from 33 can done it 33.32.31%30 ways.-

:Since the ...rder in which they are chosen is irrelevant, we

must-di%-ide by the number of ways in which w students can be

arranized, -:. Cur
.

.q3. 431,
'C,922 ways.2..1

1 1 >.
,e0

0
Fr,b1,mm=:

,

How many ways can a commattee of 6Jenators be chosen.

from..17:: senators:
4

There are 12 students eligible_ to attend a National

leadersnip Ca :p, bul, there are only 5 openings. How

many different ways are "there. to choose the 5 st&lets?

A nand of !.-ker,c0nsists of 5 cards dealt from a deck

of 52 playing cards. Ho many different poker hands

'are there

'1

-I 3

13
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::,77R0-`,.:CT 7 ON
TO PART 7T

tar. beEln the experimental part of our First,

an introdotory les-son on probability, then the first group

7.7f axber:ments.

,ert take from two to three weeks. After

a lesson is fhtrod...oed more experiments will be made available

'.iv ne st_;dents. a-

ava4labl=.

'The rease think they sh,-21d be passed out a few at'a time is

1:n e.. tna =tudant w4" not be able to do"ar of the "fun"

ex:eriments first. This will also mare the decision of which
.f

experi7.ent to do easier because he will not have so many to

oincose from f-,t ona

A , , . 6

-: have organiz.V these experiients in such a way that they can
. :

be readily :on erred to task cards. Each page of expeflments

con'sists _,.. .two task cards. 'After a lesson Is completed, add

441_he experiments fLoluded in that lesson to the collection from

previods lessons.

One' suggestion is. to mount and lamihate these task cards.lThis*

allows for coneniencetin handling as well as' protecting the

cards from the riE4rs of daily classroom use. If unfamiliar

with laminating procedures, consult your media specialist. He

or she will best be able to _help, you suit your individual ndeds.

,Eaph experiment will require a lab report. In keeping with the

spirit of criterion referqncing, I have devised.a "lab check-list".
.

sneet which will help the student make sure his experiment report

is complete. I have aso provided write-up sheets for each

report so'that the reports have a more unifQrm appearance and so

tnat the staadent will always have a copy Qf the instructions for

the report. It helps to post some of the goad reports as

examples and as positives reinforcement.

i)
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(-_pe nding on tne depth f earn lesson, ..it should take one to

t days to present the '-.,,.-n wits two to three days for

,=xb.ri-ent nne emph, rftenttons. Azai, t asisis on expei i,
-7-t seems essential that the student understand some of the

basic tnesry behind what he is doing in lab.
, .

i _
As an added note, .L would point out that althogh I use the

word "let", :, personally, have never been privileged to worlf

in a son::: where Aparate matn lab facilities were available.

Wnen : raker to a lab, I am referring tz a classroom in which

student's, desF,s, and ecuipment are Oonvaniently .arranged.
.

'
.

As far as nandling the various.apparatus,i:e., dice, cards,

.-, ,oins, etc., I asK the students to bring in what they can and

warn
s
the that tney m g.ay not t.t, oacK. 1 then' Keep them

naterials in a large shoebox and let students ch:,e:oK the shoe-

.boxtox cut as they need 4t.

1

C

4
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LESSON 6: PROBABILITY ON A DIE AND DATA COLLE'CTION' .

--v 0

41

Tne .tudent will be able to dse the definition ofpr^babllity

to find, in fractionsform, the probability of a sim_ e event

o-..'currin
l

g..

-

The st.Ide'nt can plot botn a frequency dfostribution chart and

a bar graph, given tne.apprapriateldata.

EXaarole:

7,r,sidertcssing a' coin. What wuld be the "chances" of getting

a nead? A tail?

-.*
Since there are only two possible ways for it to land, .it would

seem reasonable that we would get needs half of time and

tails the other half.

If we look at a die, how many ways could we roll 1? How

many ways could we roll a 2? a 3; How manynumters are there

a die?

We can 'Say our chances far rolling -a 3 would be one chance in
1six, cr as a fraction, F ,

.

What ould tne chance be of,r1611ing-an even number 14nce.half

of the numbqrs are even)? 1k .'
Methad:

This leads us to the definition of probability. The probability
,

of an event oc.c.rring is:

number of favorable ways
P(evant occurs) -

number of total vzays

Application:

Consider the.eight letters in "HOT-COCOA% If we write each of
4

2i.

1.0

. .

, .
stm

1



let

e.

these letters on a c-rd, the card, then pick5ne Alit
e..... 1"

.
random: .

- 4

(a:1 Wnat are the oh. ..,-es .)f getting the letter C?4, -',; '

4
=;

b) What are the cl-' noes of. getting a letter in the word-CREp?
.

Hint: How ma y 'of the letters: in CREAM appear on the cards?
.0H.:w many cards are there in all?)

17.

Footnote:
.

,Freq..zently we wi 1 have 'to keep track of a large amount of, data,

especially when re are d,oing' expei-iments. Suppoge we went to.

do-an experiment using the abc-ve problem. We are going to see

if we can get 4-e same result's from experimenting as we do in

theory- This -ay -bio a good Point for discussion).

We are going t nick 101) times from our deck of Cards and

record the recalts. One good method is the use of a freauency

d!stribution :art as follows:

IL

L.
.'of H's ka kh I74tis I I

n o .

.

o f' C.,.` ' s

Lat. h. - hi.

no. of T's
NI -111,1 1}44, '11

no.

. .

of C's rti,I Isti.irKtir14
I,.to:.*

no.

. -

of-A's
%

v-
.

representation of this chart:And we can;uge a bar,

W

C.)

0M
CIS

cap
fad

M

35
33.-
25'-
20 -
15 -
10 -

5
0

graph for visual

0 T C

letter' on card

21

.

1'

. .
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. Problems:

/

"re

GiVen deck of cards,, in one, draw, what is the protfability

of gettirig:'

a.. T.r. e ace of diamonds

b. Any ace?

A spade?

d. A red card?; (heal.% or..diamond)

'21. If,you roll a,die, wnat is the,probability.of getting:
.

1

'a. 2:

An odd n
4
er? . . .

A inultipa. ..of :3?. )

..
.

a. A sevens

.,
- .

. .

'2 If a person r tls a die 6 times, how many times would
W I

, ,.

he/she expect a 6 to appear? (Hint: Since there is. a E

chance for ea numbr on the die to .ap.15ear,'you woul,
,

.

expect the n er 6 :to arlpear 1--"of the time.)
. . o

a. Hpw many mes would you-expect to get an even numbex
. .

.

-, if you roll a die 30 times?

(.( . IT you ro a 4ie 100: times, .hoW many times' wOuld you
1

expect a to appear? What per cent' of the time should

you expec a 3 to appear'in a given number of rolls?

9 (Be ,s.tur te to two decimal places.)

e

..!

23.. Suppodta.bag contains 16. red marbles, 10 green rilarblese

14 blpe narbl s and)0 yellow marbles. If a marble is

drawn and mm diately replaced, what is the probability:

a.. Of get a red marble? .

b. Of getti a red or a green miarbie: ti
c. Suppose hat 5 draws in a row have been re marbles.-

What is he, probability that the sixth draw will yield

a red ma ble? (Remember that the marble is eplaced

aft,er'ea haraw.)

but of 1 0 draws, 'how many would you expect to bel'

Red? ii. Green? iii. Blue? iv. Yellow?

2 3

I I

,.,
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LAB REPORT .CHECKLIST

"Th

If you ca, honastly chick each one of the following boxes for

any ,given l'ab report, you will earn an "A" grade. If you Use

this sheet, pleasIg hand it in with your report. It is pot
mandatory. Use it only if yo.0 want to.

Dscription of 'experiment, summarizing your entire

procedure.

04;(
A complete list of all data.

Dataneat and well drganized.

Predi-qions of the general, outcome of-the.experiment:

Adequate answers than questions asked.

If there are any graphs; tables, of charts nequested,

they are labelled and'reflect.aecuiately the data

which is submitted.

Complete sentences, good grammar.

The report is clearly wr'tten, easy to follow from

st,e,p to step.

(I)There is a short summary bringing out points of

interest and comparing predictions to results.

A

2 ,

19
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t I.

, LAB. REPORT SHEET
,

11.

N i
c

-
EXPERIMENT NO. . 4 NAME

d' ..,

DATE aHOUR

. , : Or

OTHER MEMBERS O'F MY GROUP 4 /

4

44 ..//1
t

ft'
- 4

Briefly describe your ekperimdrit; what you dpi, how you did it, '

and what youx findings were. Include answers to any citlestions

that were tasked in the experiment: Includepredictions of how

you expect the experiment to turn out berore you actually do it.

All answe rs should be in complete sentences. A 1 graphs-should
0-

/be:neat and clearly labelled. (Attach extr? h ets.-or graph :

paper if,necessary.)'`'
. .

r

I

1.

.4

ti

t1

.

0

1 I

4

- ft.
4'

a
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,

EXPERIMENT NO.

,

. .

(Apparatus: ,4Cokn)
.\

r

'`. .

1. Determine vineiner 4 coin is honest' by flipping
.

it 100 times and recording your results.

2. What are-the results after 50 flips? After 75
6

flips? After 100 flips?
-,

, .

3. Did yo get : '-ehe same. ratio each time?'
.

4. o you ink this coin is nnest? ,Why or why not?

5. Did.iou ever get 5 heap or 5 tails in a row?

44

a

SF

4

EXPERIMENT NO. 2

0.(Apparatus: Die) .

1

Determine' whether a die is'honest bollix}

. it 100 times and recording your results.'

2. What' are the resultS after 25 rolls? 50 roils?q:

75 ,100 roils? Is there any one numbeic

.thatconsiptently seems tQ appear moreopften?

3.. Did you ev6i get the same numbei.A tines in'aWi
.

row?
4SN

Do you think this die is honest.Why<6r why not?,

I .

1
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EXPERIMENT NO. '3

(Apparatus: .Ten.pennies, paper cup, box'lid)

1. Place the pennies in the cup, pui your hand

over the top, shake the, cup well, and

. empty the contents dnto the lid.
.

\
ft 2. Count how many coins--turned up heads dnd record

this number. (If one should wind up standing'

against the side of the lid count thse fa ce.

you see.',I

3. Now repeat the la9
.times'for a total of

tosses.

Showthe results 'of *Id tosses on a frequency.

distribution- chart.

5. With the data collected, draw a bar graph:.

6. Do your results seem reasonable?

4

EXPERIMENT NO. 4

. (Apparatus: -Thumbtack).

,

4-
1. Toss or drop a thumbtack.ontd a hard level

surface where it bounces before oloming'to

rest. When the thumbtack,comes to rest.4t

points.up (U) or down (D).

2. toss the tack, 50 times. Record ,the data and

calculate the ratio (fraction) Of times the^.`

tack falls U.

3. Would you altrays get the same results?

4. ,Repeat steps land 2 again and compare your

results. :

5. Usila' slightly slanted surface.and do step 2.

6. DAs the slanted' surface give different results ?`

4

,

27
.



EXPERIMENT NO. 5

a

(Apparatus: .Carqs)

'1. Conceal a red ..c>ard in one hand and a- b..lack

card ir.e.e other hand.

-25

2. Let your partner tell ,you which' ha holds the

red.card. .

Do this 50 times: Keep track of your results.
,

Do you fee;ethat your partner has E.S.P,. (extra-:

sensbry perception) or is he just guessing?

Now you try the same experiment. Do you have

E.S.P.?

6

A

EXPERIMENT NO. 6

( Apparatus: New half dollars)

1. PlaCe a new,half dollpr, on edge on the flobr,

end hold,it Upright wiZh one hand. Give it a

.flick with the other hand, and let.it spin

until it comes to rest.

2. Do this 50 times and-record the results. What

has happenec

3. Do you think the results' would" change ii,P'you

di'd this 100 times? 1000 times?

Sr.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 7

- (Apparatus: Two pennies)

1. Gary the ambler is setting up a friendly game.

He suggests to Tony, "Let's toss pennies. I'll

toss mine first. If it comes ap heads, I win.

If it comes up tails, you toss. If your penny

comes up heads, I win; if it's tails, you win."

2. Tony says, "That's not fair! You'll win twice

as often."

3. Gary: "O.K., then! I get one penny if I win

you get two if you win."

4. Tony: "That's better! Let.'s play!"

5. Get a partner. One of you be Gary 'the other,

Tony. Take 20 turns. Who won? How much did he win? ,

6. Switch places. This time who Wbtn?,

7. Is the game fair? Why or why 'hot? Record the results,

EXPERIMENT NO. 8

V. 14,

(Appaiatus: A coin)

1. The Martingale is an old and commonly used

gambling system. It gives the gambler a good

chance to win a small amount, balanced against

a small chance of taking a Ihrge loss.

2. Bet a, certain amount X. (For simplicity bet $1.)

3: If you win; bet the Same amount '($1).
.

4. If'you Nose, doUble the previous amount bet.

5. Each time you win, go back to the original $1 bet.

6. Toss a coin.20 times to try out the system.. -Let

a head represent a win and a tail a loss. Record
\-

,,your' results. (Hint: -Keep track of the amount

,bet on each toss as well as the total amount won.)

0 00

2 .9
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LESSON 7: MORE DICE PROBABILITIES

2b,:ective:

The student will oe aole to Write the probabilities of a

particular cAto:me with more than one die, both as a fraction

and a a percent.
Blue Die

.Exampl_

raw a diagram with t'- dice and

all the possiole outcomes. This

would be Eo.od to,draw on a trans-

parec.. for future use. How many

ways can roll a 7: Pr. 11?

A'13? w marl outcome's are there?

Method: : *

c)

O

1a

V

,

^

" oo O

* o;, eI

2 3' 4 5 6 7

3 4 5 6 7 8

J 14: 5 6 7 8 9

C 5 6 7 8 9 10

6 7 8 9 1011
C

,;"
C. 7.'8 9 10 11 12' fs

The way to compute the chances ofgetting, these.numbers is to

apply the method from cur last lesson:

Probability of an event, P(event) = no. of feirorable ways
total no. of ways

lication:

I

What is the most likely to occur when two dice are rolled?
6 1'The probabi ity of. a 7, dr(7)

How about a 1? b(1) = = O.

A'goad way -to 'compare ch events are more likely to occur is

to convert our factions to ercents.

Example:, P(7)= k= .17 = 17%

Footnote:

4

Often when .listehing to radioor T.V., we hear someone refer to'

the ODDS in favor ofan event occurring. ODDS are simply a"

convenient means of expresing ptobabilities. The way to,compute

ODDS is:

n0v
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so

r

number of favorable ways
CIL:S favo.r :f an

' number of unfavorable ways

:f a die r.-!Llid, what are the odds in favor of getting a 2?

. t'

oa he odds in favor of getting an even number?

es tne above example help :7:K= sense bout the expression

even odds'':

Problems:
C

2-. Givers two dice, express the prob-abiity of the following

events occurring both as a fraction and a percent':

a. Ff.'.

b. P:2 .

ic. ?\ =i getting a multiple of 3..

d. P1 .

4

25. A dice game can.be played according to the following rules:

i. You win on the first throw if you throw _a 7 or 11.

ii. You lose on the first throwrif you .throw a 2 (srake

eyes), 3, or 12%

"4 If you throw any other number on the first threw

5, 6, S, 9, 10), you must roll the same number

again .before you roll a 7 in order to win.'

In reference to this game, answer questions 26-31.

26. *What is the probability that you will win on the first throw?

27. WIiat is the probability you will lose on the first throw?
;

What is ttle probability you will neither win nor lose on

the first throw?

29. Suppose you roil a 4, 5, 6, 8'.9, or 10 on your first throw.

Are you more likely to win or lose the gpme?



)
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of

w.at are the odds in favor of winning the game on the first,

tnrow? in favor of losing on the first throw?

Wnat ;::'.lid be tne odds against winning on the first throw?

Are they tc,e same as the odds in favor of losing?

ir .

t

L

..)

t

N_

,

o

)
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EXPPRI-vENT NC. 9

Apparatus: Two,

doe can csme up in any one of 36 ways.

Make a 'able of tnes. e ways and include tne

tote.' numter.of ways ...act can c_we -up.

F'ot tnese numbers on a bar graph, 7eaving

a blanK space 'between each bar.

Fo7i1 tnA d:c= 3.36 = 13S t'-les. Record the results.

Plot your r.---su'ts in a fracueincy distribution chart.

;'-tar you find tne total sf eacn number that

appeai-ed in yo-ur throws, divide each one by

3 to get tn.= average over 36 tnrcAc.

Make a table showing tnis average.

Fl-ct: the data on the same gray" as the one used
, ^ p 44.f..p=r=r-

close are tne two sets of data

EXPERIMENT 13

pparatus: Styrofoam cup, dice)

7f you roll two dice 100 times, which tot4

do you think will-come up most often?

3ive reasons .to support your guess.

2. Roll both dice from the cup fot 100 tie.':

3.
.

.

Recoxd the sum of the twt numbers showirig each

tide on a frequency distribution chart.

4. After you have completed ine chart; makW,a

bar graph of yoUr results. .1,

5. What sum is the mode (the number appear :1g most)?

6. How does this compare with your prediction?

7. Where does the expression "lucky seven"-7;come from?
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EKPERIMENT'NO. 11

Apparatus: A pop bottle) a

aet at'least 3 persons in a group and sit in a

circle on the flloor. If you were to spin a pop

bottle once, what do you think the chances are

that it will be pointing at any particular person?

2. Select someone to begin. Spin the bottle. ,Record

who is the -closest to where it is pointing. Then

that person spins it. Do it 60 times.

3. Draw a frequency distribution chart reflecting

the data. 41

Draw a bar Apt reflecting the data.

5. Did the bottle faVor one person?

Do you think it would make a difference if one

person spun it each time? Why or why not?

7. If more people played, what would be the result?

ea

1.

2.

EPERIKENT NO. 12

(Apparatus: Coin)

Flip a coin and move one place to the right if,

it comes up4heads and one to the left for tails.

Flip the coin 10 times, following the'directions

it gives you each time. How far from "S" are you?-

3. Do this whole procedure ten times. Do you always

come out at the same place?

Pool your results with the other members of your .

' group and make a bar graph shiming how many times

yourinded up at a given place.

5. Is your graph symmetric about the starting point, A

6. Calculate the average distance gOne from the

starting point for your data and your group's.

* * * * *.S * * * * *

5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5

34
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LESSON e: BINOMIAL PROBABILITY

Objective:
.

'The student will be able to. tell the probability of an event in

which several coins are tossed.

Example:

SlIppose we toss a coin once. Then PiH) = P(T) = 1
7,-. This is

called a binomial probability because it has two possiple out-
.

comes: Suppose 1::e.toss two coins at once. What are the chances .

tnat, each Will be a head? That each will be a tail?

Method:

If we use a tree diagram when discussing binomial probability

it is easier to see our outcomes.
1

The first coi.(of course order does not matter here) could come

up H or T. If the first coin is an H, what could the second be?

Or if the, first coin is a T, what soul the second one be:?

'This is 'easily Kept track of with a tree. diagram:

1st coin

H

2nd coin

H

T

outcome

HH

HT

H TN

TT

Fill in the following ,table using the tree diagram above:

no. of HEADS 2 1 0 '.

no. of times . 1 2 1

probability 1/4 2/4 1/4
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An'clicatlon:

S',1ppose'we have 3 coins. Again use a tree diagram:

1st coin 2nd coin 3rd coin outcome

H .pHH

HHT

HTH

T HTT

.H THH
H

Fil7 in the table:

H

T

no. of HEADS 3 2 1 0

no. of times 1 3 3 .1

probability 1/8 3/8 3/8 1/8

Problems:

THT

TTH

TTT

32. use the above method to figure out the possibility of

there being only one boy in a fatily of 3 children,

tassumina that the probability of a boy or a girl is equal.

35. Recalling that one coin hays 2 possible outcomes, two coins

have 4 possible outdomet and 3 coins have 8.possible out-

comes, how many possiblat outcomes would you expect 4 coins

to have?

314. Construdt a tree diagram'and a 4able, similar 'to'those in

the lesson, for 4'coins. What .is the probability of 4

heads? Of 2 heads?

3 3

Alt

7"

I
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35. Probabilit plays an important role in heredity in .plants

'and animal -. Let us take a simple example of plant heredity,

one of the height of the plant. Each parent plant will
1

contribut a height gene to its offspring. Hence, the off-
,

spring wi 1 have two genes to determine its height. Let's

repreSent each gene with a letter, T for Tall, t for shOrt.

Furthermo e, assume that tall will completely dominate

short. ence the combinations TT and.Tt will be a tall

plant. inly tt will be short. Suppose our parent generation

has the ollowing genes: TT and tt. The following diagram

shows al possible outcomes of the second generation:

2nd parent

c

SECOND GENERATION.

t 't

T Tt Tt

T Tt Tt

What is the probability of an offspring'in the second

generation being short? Tall?

. Suppose we cross two plants in the second generation.

Fill in the table:.

THIRD GENERATION

2nd parent

.%._

T t.

.

.T TT ?

t.t ?. 9.

What is the probability' of getting a short plant in the

third generation?. A tall plant? What are the odds in

favor of a short plant in the third generation?

/I\

3'7
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LESSON 9: PASCAL'S TRIANGLE

Objective:

The student can use Pascal's Triangle to solve problems in

which a tree diagram is not frectical.

Example:

4

Suppose we want to know the probability of a family with ten

children having all girls or even three girls and seven boys.

A tree diagrAam is difficult to construct for such large numbers

you, can see by examiningVthek-tatles of the last 1Psson for

one, two, three, and four coins.

If we *sta each row with the number of-ways to get 'all heads.

and end with the number of ways to get no heads (all tails),

we gdt:

one coin

two coins 1 2, .1

thiee coins 1 '.3 3 1

four coins 4 6 L1

Method:

Are there any patterns in this tabl What might be the numbers.

of a row for 5 coing? 6, 7, or .8?

Look again at the row for three 'coins. ; What are the total ''

number of outcomes? How could this row give .it to us? Where

.would the number of outcomes for getting 2'headS and 1 tail

be found?

Application:

Fill in this table (Pascal's Triangle) ul:ito ten coins and apply

it to the problem of the family with ten childreb. After filling
. .

in the table, adda column on the end for Tdtal Outcomes. In the'

first row there are 2 outcomes, in the second 4, in the third 8, ,

in the fourth, 16, What pattern is developing here?

3 3
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A

Problems':

36. If 11 coins are tossed at once, what is theprobability-

that 5 will be, heads and 6 will be tails? What is the

probability 5 will be tails and 6 will be heads? What is

'the proba ility .they will all be heads? it
37. suppose 6,coins are tossed, What .is the probability 3 will,

.

be tails?

-3i. 'If a famtay has 8 cliildren, what dine would we look at in

our, table to see what the chances of .h.a.ving 3 girls and 5

boys would be? .

39. Suppose I have tossed a coin 6 Mimes and it hal comeup

heads every'time. What is the probability it will be a

head on the next throw if it is a fair coin ?; .

'40. Concealed in Pascal's Triangle are the "sequence' of squarest'

and the "Fibonacci Squenc ..Can you find them? (Hint:

You have to perform some dditions to bring them out of

hiding.)

/

(

.39

/
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*PEntliT NO. 13

(Apparatus: cup, 5 'pennies)

1. Using the cup,/loss the five pennies 100 times.
1 r

'Keep track of the number of combinations of

Heads Ad Tails each toss.
, .-

2. Record your results in a table likethis:
ti

43. .

5(H) 4(1-1) 3(H) i(H) 1(H) 0(H)

3. After you have cApleted the table; take-a sheet

of.papert Construct ,a bar graph and answer ,the

following questions:

a- Which combinations .occurred the Most? Least?
. ,

b. What percent 0..f the tOtal Number of tosses
did you get for each of the possible outcomes?

z 47 ..%*,
4. Could.you predict the results using Pascal's Triang

5. .How do you*i' results compare to th-6se predictions? :

6. Each person must `get his-Own data. 0

C

)11

a

EXPERIMENT NO. 14

, '(Apparatus: Waste bas,ket paper balls)

1. Get a partner and roll lOseheets of paper into balls.

2. Set the waste.15asket in, the middle of the floor..

.I.Stand bout 51paces away' from it: $Thrt.pw a ball of

paper and try to get it in. Record the results.'

3. Repeat the above 50 times. Have your partner

"retrieve your shots.

4. *Now let your partner try it.

g. Wive the waste basket into a corner.and e

the above.

6. Calculate the percentage. of shotS- you missed and

the percentage of the shot% you made in each' spot.

7. .Is the experiment.a "fair" one? Does tie position
1

of the basket make a difference? Could you compare

it to flipping a coirtfor "hirneas"? 4.st factors

which might influerice the outcome of this experiment.

40
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LESSON 19 IlMEPENbENT & DEPENDENT EVENTS
r°

Objectives:

The student can kind the-probability of several events occurring

by multiplying, the probabilities of the individual eventd together.

The students can use this working definition to find%the .outcome

of a series of events, whether they are dependent or independent.

Example:

-If we toss a coin 9 times and if it is tails every time, what

is the probability that on the next throw it will be tails?
ti

I

Sf,noe the previous tosses have nothing to do with the next tpss,

we cell these events independent.

Suppose we pick a card-from a deck of playing cards. (A good

,aid here isan oversize deck of cards avail'able at most game

stores.) What is the P(9 of hearts)?' P(9 of'any suit)?

Replace the card ih the deck. Pick another. What' is P(6 of,

clubs,)? P(a' heart)? Does it matter what happened on the

previous draw?

Suppose a card is drawn, replaced,: and then a second 'card is

drawn.' What is P(both. cards are hearts)?

Method:

Apply the fundamental counting principle to find r(bothrds

are hearts) =
52
1-

2

Suppose that the first card had.not bden put bickinto the deck.

Tb6n the ouicome of the second would depend on what hlippened

O

on the first draw. These are called.depenaent events since what

happenslprevious to an event inflUences whams haptiens'nekt.

ti-
41

6
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.

Lo.oking again at our example,-if there is no repladement-, we

need .P(Heart, Heart). Of' course on the first draw, P(Heart) =
13
52

..

Since-
#
we are- interested irfl,P(Heart,' Heat), assume we-got 6

heart on' the first draw.* How zany hearty are left? How many

'cards
,.

12are left? What is P(Heart) on,the second draw? (5)
. . 1

. .

i3,: 12 1'.Then the P(Heart, Hart) =
52 51- 17

It is, necessaPy. stress the point that,. indOed, we may not

have gotten a heart the V.rst time;* but the only, case we are

interested in is the series of events that yields a heart on

* the firSt draw and also heart on the secon6draw. That is' '

the only cape we'consider.

Application:

What is the probability of choosingthree cards from a deck,

without replacement, and getting three of a kind"? Sinc4.it

does not matter what the first card is, th'e probabilit 1'dr.
52ger,ing the first card is This strangg:at

first, but remember, the first card can beany card. It is

the next two that Ileve,to match it. Since there are only 4

of each rank of card end since one of them has dlready been

drawn, how many gre left? 13). And 'how many cards total? (51)

So the probability that the second card matches the first

2And the probability that the third card rittches the first is
0', .

,---i- -
P(3 of a kind) -3- 0 1.

a25.
f.k.

. 1 17 25 .

Problems: ,

41. 'You are givi .jar with 3 red, 2 blue, 5.yellow, alid 6

green marbles:

a. If a marble -is drawn, replaced, and another is drawrI,

:

what is the grobability both marbles were 'red?

.
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b. If a marble is drawn but is-not replaced,, and another.

is drawn, what is ty probability both marbles were,ed?

c. 3 mar es are drawn without replacement. What,is the

probability that 2 are yal,low and 1 is blue?

L2. A _pair of dice is thrown twice. .The result of the first.

throw is a 7. What is the probability that a 7 will appear

on the second throw? Does the second. throw depend in any

way on the first throw?

Ineach of the folltlwing, assume you.are given a standard

deck of playing cards and that all drawing is done without

replacement. What is the probability of drawing:

a. 4 hearts in 4,draws?

:b. The jack of diamonds, followed by the king of spades?

A.pair of aces?

d. Any pair? (Remember -that the first card can be any card.)

e. A Royal Flush in 5,draws.: (A royal Flush is Ace; King,

Queen, Jack, Ten in any one suit. Remember that the

first card can be in any suit, but it must'be "Royal".)

I
sr

1

4
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BiPERit.iENT NO. 15

(Apparatus: Box, blue and red marbles)

1 In a box pUt 10 red and 10 blue marbles.

2 How many marbles do you think you will have to

49

draw, without,replaoing them, to get .two red ones?

Try drawing marbles out, one)at a time, Qnd count

how many you draw t: get two red ones.

Replace the marbles and repea't the process,_49 times.

5. What is the average number of marbles you had to

pick to get two red ones? How does this compare

to your guess?

6. What would be the largest number.of marbles you

could pick out befve you got two red ones?

-7 Would the results change if yqu,simply had to

draw two marbles of the same color (either red

or blue;? Why or why not?

EXPERIMENT NO. 16

(Appar6tus: Paper, toothpicks)

1

1. Draw parallel lines, equally spaced, on a sheet of

cardboard spaced twice the length of a 'toothpick.

2. Allot a toot4ick to fall anywhere on the sheet;

do this 100 times`

3.. Keep track Of the number of times the toothrack

touches a line.

Determine the ratio between the number of tosses

of the toothpick and the number of tlmes it

touches any line.

total_ no. of tosses
no. of times it touched 0 line

5. Compare this ratio to 3.14. Does- this ratio

look familiar? What does it have to do with

this experiment?



EXPERIMENT NO. 17

(Apparatus: Playing cards)

1.. Take 8 cards from a normal deck of plying cards

so that you have 4 pairs. (It does not matter

which ones they are.)

2.- Shuffle them arifi choose 2 cards, One at a time.

3. What is the probability that the 2 cards you

have chosen will be a pair?

21. Put back the 2 cards you have chosen, shuffle

them, and choose 2 more until each person in

your group has repeated the exercise, 50 times.

5. Now combine your data. How many times did you

get two cards of the same rank? (A pair)

6. What percent of the total is this number?

7. Make a freauency distribution chart and a bar'graph

showing the results of your data. (For the purposes

of this experiment, assume that the order in which

the cards were chosen does not matter.)

go.

; 4 5
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LESSON 11: COMPLEMENTARY PROBABILITIES

Objective:

The student Can use the definition of complementary probability

to solve elementary problems.

. 53

Exalple:

Suppose we take a group of thirty people. What pre the chances

two of them have a,birthday on the same day? Well, it figures
,

out to be about 70%1 4

Method:

What would be the.P(rolling a 5) on a pair of dice? What would

be P(not roliing,a 5)?

What is P(rolling a 5) '-i-T(not rolling a 5)?

These are called complementary probabililitkes because any time

we add the probability of an event occurring to the probability

that it will not happen we get 1. This is intuitively obvious

since we know that either an event will or will not happen. We
(

can rearrange '.,his .identity to help us solve problems.

. R(event happens)+ P(event does not happen) = 1.

P'(event does not happen) = 1 -.P(event does happen).

P(event does happen) = 1 - P(event does no happen).

Application:'

P(2 people share birthday) = 1 - P(2 people db not). If we

consider two people, how can we choose their birthdays so they

do not coincide? The first person can have any day, i.e., 3655-5.
4The second can have only his choice of 335

P(2 share) = 1 - P(2 do not share)

3 364
1 (365

65

30)
= 1 - 0.97 .4?003.
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Suppose we have 3 people:

P(2 share) =1 -.P(2 don't shar

f365 364 363
1 \S65 3-6-5

1 - 0.992 = .008.

Suppose we have 30 people:

365 364 363 336\P(2 share) = 1 - .1E5-
3651

= 1 - 0.294 = 0.706 = 70%

Footnote:

At this point it might be useful to discugs experimental results

vs. theoretical results if such a discussion has not already

taken place: A good way to lead into such a discussion would be

to do a survey'in a class with thifty people to see if you can

get the desired results -for the birthday pDoblem.

Problems:

6 144. The probabilty of Tolling a.7 on a pair of dice is = E.

What is the probability of not rolling t:j? Show two

different methods for confirming your answer.

45. If a die is rolled once, what is the probability it will

not come up 1?

If a die is rolled twice, what is the probability it will

not come up 1 either time? ,

46. If yod drai a queen from a deck of cards and do not replabe

it, what is the' probability you will not draw a queen on

the second draw?

a

47. If 5 coins are tossed,'what is the probability that they
..

will not all be heads?

47



ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS

1. 21.21.21.10.10.10 = 9,261,000 license plates

2. 109 = 1,000,000,000 numbers

109.10 = 100 = 10,000,000,000 numbers

109.26 = 26,000,000,000 numbers

3.
_10

= 1024 choices

4. 51 = 120

o1 7.40,320

3141 = 144

121(L 479,001,600

5. 6! =N720 arrangements

6. 71 = 7.6! = 5040 ways

7. 8.7.6 = 366 ways

8. 81.= 40,320 ways

3024 combinations

10.
61

.7,!.120 arrangements

= 840 arrangements.
51

61 ic= 0 arrangements

11. 5i = 20 numbers

5i

4i
r 5 ways

13. 101
453,600 different arrangements

12.

121
(31212121) 9,797,200 different arrangements

48
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14. 6!
4127 15 different signals

15. a.
4i

= 1 way b. 243-4 = 4 ways c.
4

1 = ways4! 212!

4!
d. = 4 ways e. = 1 way f. 2

4
= 16

g. It should agree.

16. For 5 coins the answers would be (,going from all heads to all

tails): -1, 5, 10, 10, 5, 1 = 25 = 32 outcomes.

17
6

100.99.98.97'96'95 1,192:052,400 ways
1

12-11.10.9.8
18. 792 ways

51

52-51.50.49.48
19. 2,598,960 ways

51

I
-2 20.

1

1
21. a.

6

b.
4 1

52 .13

1 622..
6
- . o = 1 time

4*

a. P(Olen number) =

i30 = 15 times

3_l
6

C . = d.. =

o

.c.
1 0c: .-. , d. =0

°

b. .100 = 16.67 times = 17 times out 4f. 100 . 17%
6 . .

.16 10 26 1623. a. -- b. c. d. 32, 20, 28, 20

24. a . -.a.- 14%

b. 4' 3%
30
12 1

3370
...

d. -,gf Olr
.5 0

.49
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26.

27.

28.

4

=

.

22%

11%

67%

0..

24

29. You are more likely to losesince a 7 is more likely to come
up than any one of those numbers.

4

30. 8 to 28 = 2 to 7 in favor of winning

4 to 32 = 1 to 8 in favor of loping

31. odds against an event = number of unfavorable, ways
number of favoraLe ways

odds against winning on first throw = 7 tea 2
They are not the same as the odds against losing.

32.
9

33. 16 outcomes

34. P(4H) 1

p(2H) = 6 = 3'

_35. P(tt in second generation) =

P(TT in second generation). = = 1

Third generation:

P(short in third) =

P(Tall in third) =

TT Tt

rig tt

36.

Odds in favor

P(5 Headg4

P(6 Heads)

Mort
462'

= .2.mar

462

in third = 1 to 3

23%

z''23%2048

P(11,Head4
2048
1

.0005

57,
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37. P(3H) = 2°4 = 31%

38. Look at eighth, line

39 P(H) =
.

4o.

1

,.

Sequence of Squares:

1 + 3 = 4

3 + 5 = 9.
.

4

Fibonacci SeqUerice:

1 = 1

1 + 1 = 2

.
1 + 2 =3
1 + 3 + 1 = 5

(1,1,2,3,5,.8...)

t

.

41

42.

-a.

1"

.6

. ..

TI1.6.=7569..4%.

3 2 6 ..,7 17 '4--(5 36

5 4 2 4o
15 I5 T 3150

= 1-,- 17% No, it does not depend in any way on the first
b .

throw.

--,.
30

43 a
13 .
52.

1b .

4c. .5ff

d. 5752

127
1

3

5-6*.

=

11 10 17,160 = ..003

1116

t..

0

Tg. 6,497,400
1 7 .0004

12
51

37
2652 'oo5

37 - 058

5i
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01.

o 4 3 2 1 48o .e.
18.

.00000252' 51 50 4. 5 4 311,675,200

3o 544. P(not rolling a 7) = 767

or

P(not rolling a 7) = 1 - P(rolling a 7)

, 1= _ = 5

45. 5a.

b..
5 25

6 T5-
7v-A.

4-*

-

59

46; P(not drawing a queen on second draw) = 1 - P(Will draw a glieen)

=1 -5351
48

= 94%

47. P(not a 1 heads) = 1 - P(all heads)

- 32
31

..'*6

070A
32

52
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